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Abstract

Motivation: DisGeNET-RDF makes available knowledge on the genetic basis of human diseases in

the Semantic Web. Gene-disease associations (GDAs) and their provenance metadata are pub-

lished as human-readable and machine-processable web resources. The information on GDAs

included in DisGeNET-RDF is interlinked to other biomedical databases to support the development

of bioinformatics approaches for translational research through evidence-based exploitation of a

rich and fully interconnected linked open data.

Availability and implementation: http://rdf.disgenet.org/

Contact: support@disgenet.org

1 Introduction

Advancements in experimental technologies give an unprecedented

capacity of description of a patient from a molecular point of view.

Translational bioinformatics envisions to push forward biomedical

discoveries and to enhance healthcare practice by bridging the gap

between these two worlds (Altman, 2012). To create this synergistic

translation between molecular data and clinical events, it is crucial a

comprehensive understanding of the complex relationships between

genotype, phenotype and environment that underlie human diseases.

To explore these complex relationships, current biomedical research

requires leveraging and linking different types of information such

as genetic basis of diseases, disease biomarkers, drug therapeutic ap-

plications and side effects, or effects of exposure to environmental

factors. But, this integration is challenging as the information is frag-

mented in resources dispersed and often technology or domain-

specific or, importantly, hidden in free text. The emerging Semantic

Web is gaining momentum in Life Sciences as it provides standards

to set a semantic and syntactic interoperable infrastructure for data

integration over the Web. The increasing publication of open

biomedical databases structured and interlinked using the W3C

Resource Description Framework (RDF) and Web Ontology

Language (OWL) technologies through projects such as Bio2RDF

(Belleau et al., 2008) and the EBI RDF platform (Jupp et al., 2014)

paves the way to answer more complex and sophisticated cross-

domain questions. In this paper, we present DisGeNET-RDF a new

open resource in the Semantic Web and a new facet of DisGeNET

(Pi~nero et al., 2015). DisGeNET is one of the most comprehensive

databases on gene-disease associations (GDAs) for the study of the

molecular mechanisms underpinning human diseases. Most of the

GDAs in DisGeNET (82% in version 3.0) have been identified by

text mining the literature using BeFree (Bravo et al., 2015), and are

integrated with curated GDAs from a variety of authoritative sour-

ces on human genetics data. Each GDA is explicitly annotated with

its supporting evidence, which makes DisGeNET a resource of refer-

ence for evidence-based knowledge discovery. With the publication

of DisGeNET-RDF, we aim to foster the development of bioinfor-

matic tools to leverage biomedical Big Data, and to facilitate know-

ledge navigation and discovery to support translational research.
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2 Data model

DisGeNET-RDF is a linked dataset that represents GDAs as enti-

ties described by different properties such as the annotated gene

and disease, supporting article(s), SNP and the DisGeNET score

(Pi~nero et al., 2015). The data model, illustrated in Figure 1,

makes extensive reuse of standard identifiers, common vocabula-

ries and ontologies, which include OWL ontologies like the NCI

thesaurus (NCIT) for medical vocabulary and SIO for general sci-

ence. GDAs are semantically harmonized using the DisGeNET as-

sociation type ontology, which formally defines as concepts the

different types of associations between a gene and a disease. The

goal of the ontology is to harmonize the different association

types provided by the databases integrated in DisGeNET, within a

hierarchical structure of a directed acyclic graph. In the current

version, the ontology consists of seven classes represented in OWL

(see the schema modeling in Fig. 1). The DisGeNET ontology is

integrated into the Semanticscience Integrated Ontology (http://sio.

semanticscience.org) (SIO) (Dumontier et al., 2014) that provides

ontology support for Bio2RDF Linked Data among other projects.

Furthermore, SIO and thus the DisGeNET ontology have been

integrated in other ontologies such as the Biological Observation

Matrix Ontology (https://bioportal.bioontology.org/ontologies/

BIOMO) and the Orthology Ontology (https://bioportal.bioontol

ogy.org/ontologies/ORTH), which expand DisGeNET semantic

interoperability with other data sources. All resources in

DisGeNET-RDF are identified by Uniform Resource Identifiers

(URIs), a Web-based global identification system used in RDF,

that are dereferenceable (it is possible to get a representation

about the referenced resource on the Web). These URIs are from

authoritative data providers whenever possible, otherwise the

Identifiers.org registry of scientific identifiers is used (Juty et al.,

2012). Consistently, DisGeNET-RDF makes available GDAs as

unique digital objects identified by URIs. We implemented a

harmonized URI identification scheme for DisGeNET GDAs based

on the http://rdf.disgenet.org/ domain and a unique identifier built

on association attributes. These minted URIs are dereferenceable,

and support content negotiation for both human HTML and ma-

chine-processable RDF views. In addition, our RDF dataset is

interlinked to Linked Open Data (LOD) implementations of bio-

medical databases and several disease terminologies such as

MeSH, OMIM, Orphanet or ICD9-CM available through Linked

Data projects such as Bio2RDF (see statistics at Datahub (http://

datahub.io/ca/dataset/disgenet)). Consequently, DisGeNET appears

in the LOD cloud diagram (2014-08-30 version). In the context of

Big Data integration and large-scale analysis over the Web, dis-

coverability, reliability and reproducibility are major concerns for

linked datasets. To address this issue, DisGeNET-RDF is available

with a full provenance dataset description conformant to the

W3C HCLS specification (http://www.w3.org/TR/hcls-dataset/) in

order to ease its discoverability and data reuse (Fig. 1). The W3C

recommended Vocabulary of Interlinked Datasets (VoID) is used

for describing the metadata of the DisGeNET-RDF dataset. The

detailed description of the RDF schema, ontologies used and

the URI scheme for the normalization of GDAs identification

are available at the DisGeNET-RDF web site (see http://rdf.disge

net.org/).

3 Implementation and availability

DisGeNET-RDF is an open access resource of machine-process-

able GDAs published on the Web as Linked Data supported by a

full provenance dataset description. It is created by the data pro-

viders following the Open PHACTS guidelines for exposing data

as RDF (http://www.openphacts.org/specs/2013/WD-rdfguide-

20131007/). The current implementation of DisGeNET-RDF (v3.

0.0) consists of 21,730,060 triples and is accessible as an RDF

dump serialized in Turtle syntax for download. This dataset is

made available under the Open Database License (http://opendata

commons.org/licenses/odbl/1.0/) terms. The RDF dump is gener-

ated using a production system based on the D2RQ platform

(http://d2rq.org/). We have also implemented a Faceted browser

and a SPARQL endpoint that makes our RDF available for

Linked Data navigation, information retrieval and, importantly,

federated interrogation with external resources. These services are

supported by Triple Store technology and they are provided by an

instance of the open source edition of the OpenLink Virtuoso ser-

ver (http://virtuoso.openlinksw.com/). Noticeably, we provide a

web site for supporting users with documentation, links to access

points, SPARQL query examples on how to retrieve integrated

data, and contact details. In recognition of the interest in the RDF

representation of DisGeNET, we note that from January 1st,

2015 to January 1st, 2016 the dataset web site had more than 10

000 page views according to Google Analytics report. As a proof

of concept, DisGeNET-RDF is currently implemented in several

applications: (i) it is integrated in the Open PHACTS Discovery

Platform (https://dev.openphacts.org) (Gray et al., 2014), which is

an application for drug discovery based on Semantic Web technol-

ogy and RDF linked datasets; (ii) it is used in KNIME workflows

to answer sophisticated research questions in drug discovery

(http://www.myexperiment.org/workflows/4513.html), and for in

silico target validation of cellular phenotypic screening (Digles,

2016); (iii) it is available as one of the databases in Bioqueries,

where a user can access and share, edit or publish queries over

DisGeNET-RDF (http://bioqueries.uma.es/endpoint/disgenet); and

(iv) it is used in the disgenet2r R package (https://bitbucket.org/

albags/disgenet2r).

Fig. 1. DisGeNET-RDF data model. Simplified version of the DisGeNET-RDF

schema modeling. Top: the DisGeNET ontology. Central: the DisGeNET-RDF

Schema. Bottom: the provenance metadata model conformant to the W3C

HCLS specification. See the full schema in the RDF web site
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4 Applications

To identify the biological mechanisms responsible for disease aeti-

ology, pharmacological treatment and toxicological events we need

to exploit biomedical data integrated in a multifaceted way. The

possible applications of DisGeNET-RDF are numerous and diverse.

Our SPARQL endpoint allows query federation to interrogate

DisGeNET with several LOD resources with a single query. These

include data on gene expression, drugs and other chemicals, biolo-

gical pathways and networks, kinetic models, to just mention some

of the information covered. Some examples of sophisticated research

questions that can be solved using DisGeNET-RDF and its linkage

with other resources are:

1. What are the pathways associated with Lafora disease?

2. Which of the proteins associated with Aarskog syndrome are po-

tential drug targets?

3. What are the other diseases associated with genes differentially

expressed in Pancreatic cancer?

A comprehensive list of examples of DisGeNET-RDF use cases,

with supporting information on how to formulate the SPARQL

queries from our endpoint service are provided on the web site

(http://disgenet.org/web/DisGeNET/menu/rdf#sparql). For instance,

to solve the previous questions (1), (2) and (3), we can cross

DisGeNET-RDF with WikiPathways, ChEMBL and Gene

Expression Atlas, respectively. See examples of SPARQL queries for

these particular use cases in the web site (queries Q2.1.12, Q2.3.5

and Q2.2.3, respectively). These queries could be used to explore

the underlying molecular mechanisms of a disease, to explore repur-

posing opportunities for drugs, or to identify drug targets associated

with adverse effects.

5 Conclusion

DisGeNET-RDF is a new open resource to harness the Semantic

Web for new discovery opportunities on the genetic basis of human

diseases. The publication of DisGeNET-RDF and the implementa-

tion of an SPARQL endpoint offer the possibility to integrate

DisGeNET with other LOD resources to answer complex biomed-

ical questions. DisGeNET-RDF web site supplies supporting docu-

mentation and query examples to help users getting started. Our

aim is to make DisGeNET information more discoverable and to in-

tegrate it with the current open life science knowledge in order to

support projects on the aetiology of human diseases, drug discovery

and toxicological research.
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